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Abstract: We report the development of an efficient, liquid-nitrogen 
conduction cooled Ho:YAG slab laser with good beam quality. Detailed 
measurements resolving the structure of the 1900-1911 nm absorption band 
in Ho:YAG at 77 K are presented. Stress-free conduction cooled mounting 
of the Ho:YAG slab was demonstrated and the resulting laser operated with 
a large mode volume of 42 mm3, a slope efficiency of 75% and a threshold 
of 0.84 W. To our knowledge this corresponds to the lowest reported 
threshold intensity for a Ho:YAG laser. 
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1. Introduction 

High power and high energy 2.1 μm lasers with excellent beam quality are required for a wide 
range of industrial, scientific and defence applications. These lasers are useful in eye-safe 
remote sensing, laser radar, gravitational wave detection and as pump sources for optical 
parametric oscillators for the generation of mid-infrared radiation. 

A potentially attractive laser host for operation in this wavelength region is holmium-
doped yttrium aluminium garnet (Ho:YAG) which is typically pumped at 1908 nm and emits 
at 2090-2097 nm. This material has been investigated by many authors lasing at room 
temperature (RT) [1–5]. The laser is usually resonantly pumped around 1908 nm and takes 
advantage of a very small quantum defect (typically ~9%). Thulium fibre pump lasers at these 
wavelengths have been reported with powers of 100 – 200 W CW, enabling the potential 
scaling of Ho:YAG lasers and amplifiers in both power and pulse energy [6, 7]. 

However Ho:YAG is a quasi-3-level gain medium at room temperature and thus requires 
high intensity pumping to reach transparency. The resulting high lasing threshold intensities 
produce large thermal gradients, which degrade beam quality and risk laser crystal damage as 
the average output power is increased. The threshold powers per unit volume for RT Ho:YAG 
laser systems reported, vary from 0.3 W/mm3/wt.% [8] to 1.4 W/mm3/wt.% [4] with typical 
small mode diameters of about 0.5 mm. Our previous experiments have demonstrated a 
similar value of 1.1 W/mm3/wt.% [5, 9]. High peak power operation and pulse energy scaling 
of Ho:YAG lasers, enabling their use as sources for long wavelength frequency conversion, 
will require substantially larger mode areas in order to avoid catastrophic optical damage. 

It has previously been demonstrated that cryogenic cooling of the laser gain medium can 
address the problems associated with the 3-level nature of Ho:YAG [10, 11]. Cooling the gain 
medium to cryogenic temperatures (CTs), redistributes the thermal population of the ground 
state manifold, resulting in 4-level laser behavior. This substantially reduces the pump 
intensity required to achieve transparency and reach laser threshold. Furthermore, operating at 
CTs dramatically increases the thermal conductivity and decreases both the thermal 
expansion coefficient and dn/dT in the crystalline YAG host [12–14]. Several liquid nitrogen 
(LN) cooled Yb:YAG lasers have demonstrated these advantages with high average power 
and good beam quality using disk [15], rod [16] and slab [17] gain media. However these 
thermo-opto-mechanical properties have yet to be exploited in Ho:YAG. Substituting Ho3+ 
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doping for the Yb3+ doping thus appears to be a simple and promising approach to achieving 
these advantages at longer wavelengths. 

A similar approach has been demonstrated in Ho:YLF at 2050 nm and scaled to an 
impressive 550 mJ pulse energy [18]. A LN cooled Ho:YVO4 laser has also been reported by 
Newburgh et.al. with excellent efficiency [19] and a comprehensive cryogenic spectroscopic 
characterization has also been undertaken for Ho3+ in this host [20]. Both YLF and YVO4 are 
birefringent materials however, and while offering similar thermo-optic and thermo-
mechanical advantages at CTs [21] Ho3+ ions in these hosts lase at shorter wavelengths and 
are less suited for the desired applications. In contrast Ho:YAG is an isotropic material and as 
a result does not require a linearly polarized pump source, or a double pass pumping 
configuration. This greatly simplifies the construction of the thulium fibre pump laser and the 
optical arrangement for delivering the pump beam to the gain medium. The longer operating 
wavelength of Ho:YAG is also advantageous when pumping materials such as Zinc 
Germanium Phosphide. Thus resonantly pumped, cryogenic Ho:YAG, lasing at 2 µm appears 
to be an attractive approach to enable peak and average power scaling of sources operating at 
wavelength ~2100 nm. 

Previous authors [22, 23], have shown that the nature of Stark splitting in Ho3+ in YAG on 
each manifold is complex with a multitude of transition lines. As a result the corresponding 
absorption spectrum of the 5I8 manifold is broad and consists of many features [22, 23]. 
Mackenzie et al [10] reported a LN cooled Ho:YAG laser pumped by a thulium-doped fibre 
laser (TDFL) at 1932 nm that produced about 8 W of output power with a slope efficiency of 
28%. The authors also described substantial narrowing of the pump absorption in the 
Ho:YAG as they reached CTs. Such narrowing has also been observed in Ho3+ in YLF and 
YVO4 [18, 20, 24]. Our work seeks to address some of the issues raised by this preliminary 
Ho:YAG lasing demonstration and spectroscopic investigation, and demonstrate an approach 
for developing an efficient, cryogenic Ho:YAG laser. 

While cryogenic cooling offers significant advantages, it also presents substantial 
challenges. A successful cryogenic laser must utilize a mechanical design that allows for 
maximum conduction cooling and minimum stress-induced wave-front distortions and 
birefringence when pumped and lasing at CT’s. The design must permit assembly at RT and 
have the ability to allow repeated cryogenic cooling cycles. The design also needs to be based 
on the choice of low rare-earth doping concentrations to maximize the thermal conductivity 
of the laser material [13], thereby allowing the full advantages of the thermo-optical 
properties of YAG at CTs to be exploited. 

In this paper we present the absorption spectra of Ho:YAG, including high resolution 
measurements in the 1900 - 1911 nm spectral region at 77 K. We demonstrate the validity of 
our approach with a preliminary demonstration of a conduction cooled cryogenic Ho:YAG 
laser and achieve a low threshold corresponding to <0.03 W/mm3/wt.%. This demonstrates a 
reduction in threshold intensity by more than an order of magnitude, compared to the RT 
operation of Ho:YAG. By matching the pump laser emission to the measured narrow 
absorption features, we achieve a slope efficiency of 75%. These results represent a 
substantial contribution to the development of cryogenic Ho:YAG lasers. 

Note on temperatures: in the case of spectroscopic results we quote the temperature of the 
laboratory (~295 K) and that of liquid nitrogen (77 K). For pumped laser material we use 
room temperature (RT) and liquid nitrogen (LN) cooled to indicate that the precise 
temperatures of the materials were not measured but are known to be slightly higher than 295 
K and 77 K respectively. 

2. Ho:YAG absorption spectrum around 1908 nm 

Measurements of the absorption spectrum of the Ho:YAG crystal were performed by using a 
super-continuum source (SuperK, NKT Photonics) and an optical spectrum analyser (OSA) 
(Yokogawa AQ6375) as shown in Fig. 1. A Ho:YAG slab with a nominal Ho3+ doping 
concentration of 0.7 wt.% and length 49 mm was characterised. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup for the measurement of the transmission through 
the Ho:YAG crystal at 295 K and 77 K. 

The absorption spectra obtained over a broad wavelength range are shown in Fig. 2. These 
spectra clearly demonstrate the complexity of the transitions from the 5I8 manifold to the 
ground state. Also evident is the suppression of the quasi-3 level reabsorption losses around 
2000-2100 nm when the sample is cooled from 295 K to 77 K, thus confirming the transition 
to the 4-level laser behavior of Ho:YAG at CTs. 

Detailed measurements of the absorption spectra in the 1900-1911 nm region are shown in 
Fig. 3. This spectral region corresponds to that typically used to pump Ho:YAG at RT due to 
the strong, broad absorption feature around 1907 nm. It was observed that the absorption 
coefficient at 1908.3 nm increased from ~1 cm−1 to ~1.8 cm−1, and narrowed significantly as 
the temperature was lowered from 295 K to 77 K. 

To allow background data subtraction of the absorption measurement, the atmospheric 
absorption data was recorded using the identical experimental setup, but with the Ho:YAG 
sample removed. The known water lines were observed as shown and their wavelengths were 
used to ensure the calibration of the OSA. 

In further experiments, tuning of the pump laser wavelength allowed us to validate these 
absorption measurements as shown in the inset of Fig. 3. The figure shows the Ho:YAG laser 
output power as a function of pump wavelength over the range 1906.8 −1908.3 nm where the 
pump laser could be reliably tuned. Operation at both absorption peaks yielded similar 
efficiencies and thresholds and pumping at 1908.3 nm was chosen for further laser 
development. 

 

Fig. 2. The absorption spectra of a 0.7 wt% doped Ho:YAG laser slab at 295 K and 77 K. 
These measurements were made with an OSA resolution of 0.5 nm. 
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Fig. 3. Absorption spectra of 0.7 wt% doped Ho:YAG at 295 K (red) and at 77 K (green) with 
the atmospheric absorption superimposed (blue). These measurements were made with a 
verified OSA resolution of 0.1 nm. Inset: Ho:YAG absorption spectrum at 77 K superimposed 
with preliminary laser results in which tuning of the pump wavelength across the absorption 
features was demonstrated to result in a variation in absorbed pump power and hence Ho:YAG 
output power. 

3. Cryogenic laser 

3.1 Mounting of the laser crystal 

A key design criterion for cryogenic laser operation is the minimization of the applied stress 
that could lead to wave-front distortion and induced birefringence from differential thermal 
contraction when the laser gain medium is cooled to 77 K. In this work the mechanical laser 
head architecture is similar to that described elsewhere [17, 25] and uses an indium-
molybdenum-aluminium design to maximize thermal conductivity to the cold finger, while 
minimising the mechanical stress applied to the laser crystal. The laser crystal used was a 2 
mm thick, 3 mm wide, 49 mm long 0.7% wt. Ho:YAG slab with end faces cut at Brewster’s 
angle. 

To mount the laser slab we followed the approach described in [17] and [26]. To ensure 
optimal stress-free mechanical mounting the slab was monitored interferometrically (with a 
632.8 nm HeNe laser) at RT and when cooled to 77 K. The resulting interferograms are 
shown in Fig. 4. These measurements were performed without pumping the laser slab and are 
thus measures of the cryo-mechanical stress only. The compact resonator and the bulk of the 
cryostat prevented us from making interferometric studies while lasing. However such 
measurements have been performed previously for a similarly mounted Yb:YAG slab [17] 
where no pump-induced stress was observed at thermal loads much larger than those reported 
here. These observations are ascribed to the significantly improved thermo-optic properties of 
YAG at cryogenic temperatures. While it can be seen that the slab is not of perfect optical 
quality, due to the presence of slightly curved fringes, the important aspect of the 
interferograms is the lack of the appearance of any additional stress when the slab was LN 
cooled. 
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Fig. 4. Interferograms of the unpumped Ho:YAG gain medium at 300 K and when cooled to 
77 K, demonstrating no new distortions from the cooling and mechanical mount. Shown for 
both cases are the zero-fringe and carrier-fringe alignment recorded using a ‘straight through’ 
probe beam. The wavelength used for the interferometry was 632.8 nm. The artefact at the 
base of the crystal is a damaged region observed after multiple assemblies. 

3.2 Laser design 

The optical layout of the laser designed with straight through axes of both pump and lasing 
beams is shown in Fig. 5, including the vacuum envelope of the cryostat, the windows though 
which the pump (green) and laser beam (red) pass and the laser resonator formed by mirrors 
M2 and M3. 

The pump source was an un-polarized tunable thulium-doped fiber laser with narrow 
emission bandwidth (<0.1 nm) and excellent wavelength stability (<0.05 nm). The pump laser 
provided an output with diffraction limited beam quality (M2 of <1.05) and excellent pointing 
stability under all operating conditions. The output wavelength of the pump laser could be 
tuned by controlling the temperature of the fibre Bragg gratings in the laser. 

The 1908 nm pump beam was collimated by an aplanatic lens (f = 25 mm) and launched 
into the laser crystal via a dichroic mirror, D1 (high transmission (HT) at 1908 nm and high 
reflectivity (HR) at 2097 nm). A polarizing beam splitter was used to separate the p and s 
polarisations of the pump. This allows the Ho:YAG crystal to be pumped by the p-
polarisation avoiding pump reflection at the Brewster angled surfaces of the Ho:YAG crystal. 
The optical loss of each cryostat window was measured to be 1.5% at both the pump and laser 
output. 

The Fresnel reflection from an uncoated CaF2 wedge at near normal incidence was used to 
monitor the pump power launched into the Ho:YAG crystal. The use of the monitoring wedge 
ensured that any polarization or power fluctuations of the pump laser did not affect the 
subsequent power and slope efficiency measurements. 

The resonator mirrors (M2 and M3) were both concave with nominal radii of curvature of 
500 mm and separated by 800 mm. At 2097 nm, M2 is HR and M3 has a reflectivity of 70%. 
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Fig. 5. Schematic of the optical layout of the laser in the cryostat as described in the text, 
including the external pump laser optics and the diagnostics used. 

4. Cryogenic Ho:YAG laser results 

The output power is shown in Fig. 6 as a function of launched pump power. The pump 
absorption was >99% due to the combination of the strong absorption cross-section at this 
wavelength, the narrow linewidth of the pump laser and the crystal length. The threshold was 
measured to be 0.84 W and the laser operated with a slope efficiency of 75%. 

 

Fig. 6. Output power, slope efficiency and spectral content of the LN cooled Ho:YAG laser. 
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The dimensions of the pump and laser modes at the center of the laser crystal were 
measured using an imaging system. The sagittal 1/e2 mode diameter of the pump and lasing 
modes were measured to be 0.77 mm and 0.7 mm respectively. Due to the Brewster angle cut 
surface, the pump and laser mode dimensions inside the slab were anamorphic at 1.40 mm x 
0.77 mm and 1.27 mm x 0.7 mm. The laser mode dimensions were consistent with that 
predicted by an ABCD model of the resonator. 

The beam quality of the output was determined by focusing the output beam and 
measuring the beam size near the waist. An imaging system with a magnification of 5.0 was 
used to ensure accurate measurements of the beam diameter near the waist. The 
corresponding measured diameters, curves of best fit and images of the near field and far field 
profiles are shown in Figs. 7(a)–7(c). The imperfect beam quality was attributed in part to the 
low quality of the laser slab surfaces (Fig. 4) and in part to the residual clipping of the beam 
as we were aiming to maximize the volume of the slab that we were pumping/lasing in. 

 

Fig. 7. (a) Waist diameter measurements and fit lines resulting in an M2
X,Y = 1.3, 1.25. (b) Near 

field profile of the Ho:YAG output. (c) Far field profile viewed with an imaging system with a 
magnification of 5.0. 

5. Discussion 

The absorption of Ho:YAG was characterized at 295 K and 77 K. As previously reported, the 
reabsorption in the 2000-2100nm wavelength range was suppressed with cooling, resulting in 
the crystal effectively becoming a 4-level system. We also report the narrowing of the 1908 
nm absorption band and its splitting into four distinct peaks. Preliminary investigation by the 
tuning of the thulium pump laser confirmed the presence of these absorption features. Figure 
3 also shows an overlay of the atmospheric absorption which enables the selection of pump 
wavelengths that can propagate without atmospheric attenuation over distances that would be 
typically relevant in a laboratory environment. 

These measurements allowed us to identify the specific electronic transitions in this 
spectral region. Using a calculated refractive index of air at 1908 nm of ~1.000273 [27], the 
wavenumbers of the peaks of the four absorption lines were found to be 5239, 5243, 5245 and 
5249 cm−1, which agreed with those published by Gruber et al [22]. For example the 1908.3 
nm absorption line used in this work corresponds to 5239 cm−1 and thus the Z2 to Y3 
transition. 

It should be pointed out the 1.8 cm−1 feature in Fig. 3 is at the limit of the dynamic range 
(40 dB) of our measurement system. It is also possible that the measurement is limited by the 
resolution utilised (0.1 nm) and the strength of the absorption features. In order to resolve the 
specific features more accurately, it is recommended that a tuneable single frequency source 
and a shorter crystal length is utilised. This would allow for a very narrow resolution 
measurement with a much larger dynamic range. 
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Bearing in mind the limitations of our preliminary measurements, the spectral width of 
these transitions appears to be about 0.3 nm, which compares favourably with the < 0.15 nm 
line width of high power (> 100 W) thulium fiber lasers operating in this wavelength region 
[28, 29]. Thus, it would appear that such pump sources are suited to the future power scaling 
of cryogenic Ho:YAG lasers. 

Using our previously developed mounting technique, we demonstrated low-stress 
mounting of a LN-cooled Ho:YAG laser slab. A laser cavity was constructed around the LN 
cooled gain medium and the laser operated with a threshold of 0.84 W and a 75% slope 
efficiency up to a maximum power of 1.75 W. This represents a threshold of <0.03 
W/mm3/wt.%, a reduction by more than an order of magnitude in comparison to RT 
operation. These results show great promise for further power and energy of Ho:YAG lasers. 

6. Conclusion 

We have described the first LN cooled Ho:YAG laser pumped using the Z2 to Y3 transition, at 
a wavelength of 1908.3 nm. The threshold pump power density was lower by more than an 
order of magnitude in comparison to RT operation. The laser performance represents the 
lowest threshold power (0.84 W) and highest slope efficiency (75%) for a cryogenic Ho:YAG 
laser yet reported. 

The Ho:YAG slab was mounted with a laser head designed to minimize wavefront 
distortion due to differential thermal contraction during LN cooling, and the laser operated 
with a good beam quality, consistent with the laser crystal and design used. 

Future work will focus on scaling this approach to higher average power and investigation 
of pulsed operation. 
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